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• 1 Mens sana in corpore sano. • 

By system of eymnastics, we understand. a regular method 

of properly applying athletic exercises for the development and 

preservation of physical strength. Gymnastics must have health 

for final aim, and not merely the perfornance of certain athletic 

feats; they should be guided so as to systematically develop the 

pl1 ysical organism into an harmonious whole, and to maintain this • equilibrium aft er it is once gained. The harmony is decided by 

the proportional development of the parts; all the muscles in a 

heal thy person should not be equally strong, --they should have a 

certain streng th relative to each 6ther; a man is not necess arily 

strong because he can lift 500 poun <l s, or becaus e he can ju111p the 

rope at 5 feet 5, for he may have weak lungs, heart, etc. Ath-

letes are often anything but the picture of health, although they 

• may be 1 strong• in a certain sense of this word; many an acrobat 

wh os e 1 physical development• v.-e have admired, has died of heart 

disease before the next morning; and still the fact remains that 

these men ·were • strong•, because this word was here used in a 

vrrong sense. Each in <lividual is himself the unit by v;hich his 
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physical strenr;th should b e measured, and thus a system of g ym

nastics must be based on the laws of the organism, and not on any 

outward considerations. A system founded on scientific basis, 

considers and uses apparatus--and to a certain extent also, the 

muscles, bones , joints, etc.--, only as a means to act upon 

nerves and ves "els; it makes the exercise correspond to t he lavrs 

of human anatomy an d physiology; it aims at the development of 

weak parts and the correctin£:$ of faults. We ought not to lift 

ourselves by the arms on a horizontal bar, merel y for the sake of 

developing our bic ep s, but rather to increase the capacity of the 

chest ; the muscles of the ab domen should be worked with the pur

pose of affecting the internal organs; so that the exercises all 

have the distinct aim to af f ect the nervous energy, the respira-

tion, circul ation, di gestion and secretion. For this reason, 

movements should be considered according to their physiolo gical 

effects, and such exerci se s as have no distinct, healthy , influ

ence on the organism should be omitt e d. 

But the exercises should at the same time be as simple as 

possible ,-so that everybody can per f orm them,- and at the same 

time be the shortest road to the desired goal. Thus, we can say 

that • the e ymnastic value of a movement is determined by how it 

combines a relative but clear simplicity with distinct effect 
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toward correct physical development in the shortest possible 

time. 1 (Ling) 

The old Greek philosophers scorne·~to adopt every movement 

that was possib1e, and they maintained that gymnastic exercises 

should. fill the simplest laws of beauty, according to every one's 

ability. Before their gymnastics degenerated into festivals of 

competition by a few •champions•, they were free from coarseness 

" (manly art of self defence , • etc.), and the truth of these ideas 

is corrborated by the knowledc;e of to-day, that when a selection 

• of movements is made according to the effects d sired, the sim

plest and most beautiful exercises are generally found to be the 

best. The only good rule is to 1 obey Naturea, by giving her 

what she demands. The simplicity of rational methods however , 

has often been a hinderance to their prosperity, as ignorant pea-

ple mos tly despise free-standing an<l other movements . 

But a practical, easy and scientific method must not only 

fill the conditions: simplicity of performance and distinctness 

• of effect, combine d with beauty,--it also must be of a kind that 

reaches all ages and classes of either sex; in other words, it 

must be independent of costly apparatus. The .que stion may arise, 

1 Who should exercise?• and the only correct answer is, ·~verybody'~-

the young to develop the body and prevent faulty growth , the 
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adult to maintain strength and prevent disease; the exercises, 

however, should vary accordinG to age and sex. 

Some 1 scientists• would have it t.hat girls grovr too wild 

and strong by gymnastics , and that the 1 military1 posture taught 

in gymnastics is unwomanly, but these authorities have themselves 

prescribed~or women ,movements that are both violent and strong, 

and anything but graeeful or particul cTly beauti ful in woman--or 

in anybody else. We all admire grace in woman, and nothing is 

better adapted to produce this than gymnastics , as they give per-

feet co!illTiand over the mot :Lons of the body. It certainly gi' ·es 

more pleasure to see a class of younG l adies go through a number 

of gymnastic exercises, than it does to watch a 1 ballerine.• with 

thin aro s and narrow chest compressed by tight lacing, pantingly 
in some degr·ee, 

performing some wonders of her art; and if tl1e exercises then b~" 

a means of preventing a hanging head, round shoulders, bent 

knees and a clumsy walk, we bught to be grateful instead of dis-

ple a sed • Before girls r each maturity, the y may vti th safety have 

thi. same exercises as boys of the same age and strenE;th. The 

Spartans gave the same exercises to both boys and girls , and Gre-

ci an beauty did not suffer from it; this people did not confound 

del icacy with weakness, --an error that Rousseau found it necessa,.. 

ry to point out to his contemporaries. l3ut girls should pra,_c -

tise gymnastics separated from older boys"!-what sex the teacher 
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belongs to, matters little--, and their exercises, once properly 

chosen, should have all the distinctness belonging to e-ymnastics. 

That Indian clubs, dwnb bells, etc., give a matronly appearance 

to girls who use them, only proves that the method is bad, but 

not that all gymnastics are injurious to the Yleaker sex; and it 

i s a fact, proved by experience, that properl y conclwt:ted e-ymnas-

tics, even vri thout apparatus, \vill do a ereat deal toward main-

t aining health and streng th in schoolgirls and grown women. Nev-

erthel e ss, we all agree that girls are weak, and that their exer-

• · cises could not be too well restrict e d • 

Every age has its distinctive predisposition in some re-

spect, as also has each sex; from this follows that progression 

is less even, than people would have it, or that physical powe r 

does not incre ase in even pace with age, heigh t of stature, or 

avoirdupois. So, for instance, the flexibility of the back in-

creases as children grow, but decrease s afterward; overgrovm 
I 

children fron 15 to 17 years old, find it difficult to • collect• 

• th emselves for jwnping, whereas certain forms of clirnbinc are for 

them an easy thing. Thus exercise must vary ac cording to aee, 

and the progression, which in grown people is made b y an incre ase 

in quality or force of movement, takes with children the form of 

increase in quantity, or nunber and frequency of movements. As 
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we must learn to creep before we can walk, so it is for all an 

important rule, not to attempt an exercise until the next easier 

of the same kind can be ·well and easily executed. 

Ling classified all movements accordins- to their local ef -

fects, and arranged them in every class in pros-ressive order ac-

cording to their streng-th; this enabled him to make progressive 

II II 
gyr:mas tic tables-- that can now be followed by routine, alr:10 st 

like 1 bills of fare• --, and ' this is above all what gives his meth-

od the right to be called a rational system. He fo und by ex-

• periments not only how movements of the same kind should follow 

each other, but also how different kinds should alternate in one 

lesson, in order to make it efficacious according to the needs 

of the body. No system is so independent of external considera· 

tions as his, and consequently so well ada~o ted to reach all, men, 

wor:1en, children, rich and poor. It can be applied without ap-

paratus , and also sho·ws how the simplest articles of furniture 

can be rendered serviceable. Indeed, th e sir;-~pl er the apparatus, 

• the more useful it is. 

No apparatus is good, unless there be a skilled hand to di-

rect the use of it, and. a goo d teacher of gymnastics must be able 

to use whatever there is at hand. A1 professor• who is uaable to 

guide the youth to activity, effort, and order, never thinks that 
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the fault is his own, but that it depends upon the lack of varied 

and intricate apparatus, of which he can never get enough. Good 

apparatus must be cheap, take up but little room, be useful for a 

variety of gymnastically unlike exercises, allow a great number 

to use it at one time, and be suitable for all uifferences of ac~ 

and st;reng th. This may seem hard on the apparatus novv in use in 

certain gymnasiums, but it is nevertheless true. 

Good lung s, ·where the blood can spre a d over a wide surface, 

and a large amount of it be oxidiz e d at one time, are one of the 

first conditions for the maintenance of good health. Ling took 

this for the foundation principle of his gymnastic system, and 

aimed in the first place at the development of the respiratory 

organs. His first rule was abreathe!•, his second rule was 

1 breathe! 1
, and his last rule was 1 breathe!•, and it is signifi· 

cant that among the numerous movements of the Swedish system of 

gymnastics, not one interferes with free respiration. 

In accor dar1ce with the proverb: • As you stand antl walk, so 

• vlill yo.ujact•, Ling claims that 1 a correct basis and a posture 

that allows full respiration are the first requisites for the ut-

most beauty and power of a complet-e and decided action. Hence, 

every perfect active movement, performed with undivided attention 

and activity of will, is to be considered in a measure as a res-
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piratory movement. This fact is expressed to every experienced 

eye by the way the head, neck, chest, shoulders, pelvis , etc., 

are carried, and it is lost by even such a slight movement as 

dropping- the eyelids, looking down, etc. This is essentially 

true ~) out positions, simple or complicated, but as the motion 

depends upon the position, it also refers to movements.• He 

further says, that all execution of movements depends not only on 

their quantity but also on their quality--even in vaulting---and 

that no Ereater mistake could be made than to suppose that there 

could be a single •active 8 position deviatin~ from this rule • 

An active sittin~ position, for instance, oue;ht to be very dif 

ferent frora the sarae passive position, --the comi110n ~xpression of 

idleness or lack of attention. As a · consequence of this, Ling 

disapproved of • series• to be cornmitted to ·mer~ory, as we some tiL~ s 

see in the gymnasiums, when boys go t hrough a great number of ex

ercises , and pay more attention to what follO\'IS next than to the 

way every special movement is done • Nor did he, or any other 

., rational teacher, approve of gymnastics with music as an aid to 

rhythm. A lesson inJgyrnnastics should be conducted by words of 

command (if it may be called so) from the instructor, \'Tho ex

plains and shows every movement, when it is to be done for the 

first time, whereas he should not do the exercises with the class 
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as is generally supposed by those who know no better; for he is 

there to correct as well as to teach, and how can he have his at· 

tention on the movement he is himself performing, and at the same 

time see that the pupils make no mistakes? Either or both will 

be neglected, as no man was yet known to do two things at one 

time, and do them both well. 

A certain ~uount of discipline is required, if anything is 

to be done vri th order and decision; and it should b e understood, 

that as long as the lesson lasts, the class is under the corainand 

of the instructor. It will be generally found, that this touch 

of 1 mili tarism• --which need not be pedantic--is agreeable to both 

pupils ~d teacher; in gymnastics for children it is particular· 

ly necessary,· as it is an e ssential part of education to teach 

children to obey. .For he who has not learned this will not have 

any discipline over himself, any self-control. Children like 

restriction, when it is combined with rhythmic activity, precis· 

ion, and frequent change from play to work, from rest to atten

tion; few things will better keep children awake and teach them 

speed in though t and ac tion, than to do e as y and rapid movements 

after command. It is important to begin every lesson of gymnas· 

tics by the command: 1 Attention1 --this word implies an a ctive and 

careful position with r e adiness for work--as a correct commencing 

position is nece ssary v,rhen efficacy of movement is desired. To 
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omit this on any occasion~ when free - standing movements are to be 

made a f ter coffil and~ i~to allow them to be done carelessly and 

with perhaps injurious effects. Children , however, cannot be 

kept attentive for any length of time, and for thi s reason rest 

mu s t occur frequently durine ever y lesson. It i~ only by making 

a distinct difference between rest and activity, th a t we make the 

most out of our work. 

With reference to gymnastic attire, I would say tha t any 

loose dress is good; corapressing hinderances, such as collars, 

tt neckties , suspenders, corsets, or tight-fitting clothes generally 

should be removed. 11 
• Shirt- sl e-eves• is the proper dress for men; 

all ifancy co sttnne s are unnece saary. • (Ling), for when you work , 

you should wear clothes that are not l1urt b y vvork . The best 

dress for ladies would be a blouse, held to gether by a loose 

waistband, and reaching almost to the knee; knee - breeches, stock-

ings and lie-bt boots. The s-ymnastic dress should be pl ain and 

free from Sl1owy colors -- gaudiness becomes the circus-rid.er , but 

• not r e spe ctable people pr actisinc physical culture . 

The temperature of the gymnasit~ should be 50°tO 55°F., and 

th e room r,mst be well ventilated and fre e from dust--u.s far as 

this can be accomplished. 
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In a lesson, according to the Swedish system, the different 

exercises always follow each other · in unchanging order, viz: 

. • 1. Introductory, easy movements to correct posture and gain 

general attention. 

2. Exercises for the extensors of the back. 

3. , , to enlarge the chest. 

4. , , for b al an c e. 

5. , , tha t pull the shoulders backward. 

6. , ) . for the abdomen. 

7. , , .for the lateral p <1 rts of the trunk. 

• 8. , , that quiet the action of the heart: slow 

1 eg-movemen t s. 

9. Sc:une a s No. 3. 

10. Respiratory movements. 

11. Jumping antl vaulting. 

Ling and his folllbwers found by experiments tha t this ar-

rangement gave the best r e sults, but did not disapprove of rea-

sonable alterations in it. The movements are classi fi2d a s be -

•• 
lont;ing to one of t hes e headings, and are all carefully arranged 

in progressive order vvi thin e a ch cl a ss, a s found in Ling's Gym-

nastic tables {'writ ten b y the son of P. H; Ling). . Tables 1 to 

12 are progressive lessons tllat can b e followed just as they are 

·written, and each t able is n eant to be used one vreek with les sons 
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every day. The remaining 22 tables contain all the exercises 

arranged as above, so that, for instance, tab le 13 contains all 

e the movements belongin(jto the 8th order; t able 14, tho s e of the 

3rd order; table 15, tho se of the 11th order; t ab le lG, tho se of 

• 

• 

the 2nd order, etc. From thes~,the teacher selects exercises, 

which he himself arrange s int u progressive day-l e ssons. These 

tables are so complete, that a teacher need never be at a loss, 

no matter under what circums tances he ha s to work. They contain 

exercises for all ages, and of : the most varied nature; free-stand

i ng movements , movemen t s on apparatus, gymna stic games for chil

dren and adults, etc. They also contain directions for use and 

are full of good advice to the teacher . 

One great feature of the Swedish system is the so-called 

0 corrective movement s• ·, which are borrowed from the Swedish medi

cal gymnastics, and arc used 1>y the teacher to correct the faulty 

growth or careless posture of single individuals. These enable 

the t eacher to co ach his pupils to an even development; no one 

need to be left behind, becau· ·e Nature ma de him feebler or les s 

harmonious, but all can reach the same e-ood average. 

The following sketches may serve to somewhat illustrate the 

Swedish system of gymnastics with anu without apparatus. 
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I . Introductory or •order -movements• • 

3 

I 

~ 

Fig. 1 . 1 Attention. Feet close. Position. 1 Adjusts the base . 

Fig. 2. 'Hi ps firm. Position. a Corrects the position of the arms . 

Fig. 3. • Heels r aise . Heels . sink . 1 Gi ves the r ight balance. 

Fig. 4. 1 Head forward and backward bend. Upward raise . •) Adjus t 
) the po s

Fig. 5. 1 Head to the ri ght and left turn; forward turn. ~ture ·. (Jf 
)the head, 

Turnings , closing ranks , etc . (according to the infantry 

drill) -, belong t o this class of moveJ.tents. 
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II. Exercises for the extensors of the back, • arch-flexions. • 

Fig~ 6. 
Fig. 7 . 
Fig. 8 • 
Fig. 9. 

Fig. lO & 11. 

Backward and forwar~d bend. 
Trunk - flexion backward with support at waist . 
The sc:uae; hands support e d by assistant . 
Same as No . 3 , with ap1.1 aratus . 
Strong-er exercise of the s ame kind vri th and vii thout ap 
paratus. 

The head should be kept erect (rel ative to the body) , 
the chest well forward and. tlle knees straight; · respiration must not be 
stopped. If any one of these .conditions is not f ul f il led, the exer -
cises lo se their character and may becor.1e injurious. These movements 
affect not · only the back , but they also expand the lovrer part of the 
chest. 
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III. Exercises to expand the chest , 1 heave-movernents• . 

Fig. 12, 13, & 14. Hanging by the arms on different apparatus. 
• Heave. Sink. 1 

Fig. 15 & 17. 
Fig. 16 • 

Hand. over han.d movement with or without help of the fee t. 
Climbing a pole or a rope with aid. of both hands and feet . 

These rnovemen t s , of which there are hundreds of varieties , ex
pand t he upper part of the chest (besides strengthenine the arms ). The 
head. must be kept erect and the chest vaulted; when- the arms are flexeCL 
the elbows rnus t be pointed sidevrays - - not forward-- other\'li se t he move 
ment compressest11e chest , instead of expanding it . 
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. IV. u Bal ance -Movements. 1 

Fi g. 19 & 21. 1 Balance - walk 8 on ben ch an c.l horizont a l b ar . 

Fi g. 20 & 23. Free - st anding b a l an ce -moveme n t s . 

Fig. 22. Balance-mo ·eocnt i'li t h help. 

TI1e question here is no t merely to keep the balance , but to do i t 

with good posture : erect head and straight back , etc. For instance , 

• if the body l eans l:jackward, or. :e'i t her knee· is bent: i n .Fi.g. "23, o;r 'i 'f ·' tlre 

trunk is bent forward in Fi g. 20 , etc. , the ef f ect of th e moveraent is 

almost entirely lost . 
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V. Exercises to pull the shoulders ba ckward, • shoulder-blade-

movements.• 

• 

~:::r ·······.· 
........ ~ . 

· ~ 

----- 0> 

Fig. 24 & 28. "Arms forward bend and si deways stretch~' 

Fig. 25 & 2G. 11Arms upwar d stretch. Trunk forward bend. Arms sideways 

Fig. 27. 

sink , upvrar d li f t. II Repeat . 

Arm-stretching upward in a difficult position. 

• If the position is correct and the a rms are beld backward a s much 

as can be done, the se movements will adjust the position of the clavi-

cles and1 fla t ten• the shoul der -bl ades . 
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VI. mxercises for the abdomen • 

• 

• 
Fig. 29 & 30. Legs -raising in lying position. 

Fig. 31 & 33. Trunk-fl exion backward in sitting position. 

Fi g •. 32. Trunk-fle xion backward in diffi cult position. 

It is onJ.y when tbe chest i s kept expanded. that th.ese moveruents 

• have a distinct effect on the abdomen. Respiration must not be stopped • 
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VII. ~xerci ses f or the lateral parts of the trunk. 1 Alternate 

Fig. 34. 
Fig. 35, 
Fig. 39. 

side -movements.• 

- ---

Trunk - tvdsting. Fig. 37. In t roductory fencing movement .. 
36, & 38. Trunk-flexion sideways in different positions. 

8 Whe el ing. a Fig. 1-0. ~Sideways lie-out. I 

The exercises must be made to both sides equally, one at a time; 

• 
one-sidedness gives rise to deformities. In flexion sideways , the 
trunk should never in the least he ben t forward or backwar~ Flexion 
should be confined to the waist and not inclu<le neck , arms , knees or 
any oth er part -- faults tha t i gnorance or ca rel essness would never no
tice. 
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VIII. Exercises to quiet the action of the he art, • &lerivati~e 

leg-movements.• 

Fig. 41. 11Arms upvrard stretch. Knee s bend and s tr e tch (slowly)~ 
Fi g. 4~ Walk on tip-toes. 
Fig. 43 & 4.-4. 11 Heel s raise. Heels sink. Toes lift And repeat/ 
Fig. 45 . ''Left knee bend. Stretch.u 
Fig. 4-6. 11 Right knee bend. Stretch~ 

• Fig. 47. 11Hips firm. Knees bend. Sit. Arms upward stretch.11 

All these moveraen t s are to be done in slow rhyt hm. 
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IX. Respiratory Movements • 

Fig. 48. 11Arr:1-:eotation. Start! 
F'ig. 49. IIArms forrvard b end. Backward bend. Arms sideways stretch. 

Bend. Stretch," etc. 
Fig. 50. u.Arms upward bend. Arms sideways stretch. Repeat~' 
Fig. 51. "Arms forward and upward raise. Sideways do ·wn sink and 

repeat~' 

These movements should follovr the t-hythm of deep respiration. 

Breathe in, vrhen the chest expands; breathe out, when it con tracts • 

• 
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X. Jumping & Vaulting • 

• 

• 

-~-·--

Fis-. 52, 53, 54, 55. Various jumps; the thick lines show the be ~ 

ginning and end, and the dotted lines, the intermediate movement. The 

• knees must be slightly bent and the heels raised when the feet strike 

t he ground; the body must be carried as erect a s possible all through 

the movement . 
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-( "#' 0 ) 56 • 

•~ 

Fie. 56 & 58. Running high jump. 
Fig. 57 & 59. Jurnping with help of hands. 

• The jurap should be straight for ward, and,. the legs should be 

drawn up perpendicularly- -not sideways -- and thrown slightly backward, 

so that the front side of the body is well extended. 
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•• 61 . 

• _:> ? .. 2 

----- - --

- ----- --
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The Ling system of gymnastics is introduced in all the Swe

dish schools, where half an hour to an hour a day is &levot-ei to 

• it, either at the end of the day's work, or just before the noon

recess. Every high school and college has its own gymnasium and 

. ~ 

• 

its own teacher. Gymnastics are as compulsory as any other 

branch of education, and no boy or girl :is excused from taking 

them, unless the physician of the school finds that gymnastics 

would hurt him or her. Any one who teaches gymnastics in _a 

high school or co l lege must be a graduate of the Royal Gymnastic 

Centr al In s titute; in the grammar and lowe r schools the teacher 

need not be a graduate--though these always have preference-

provided he can prove that he possesses the neces sary qual i fica

tions. 

The ob j ec t of the Royal Gymnastic Central Institute in 

Stockholm is u to perfect and main t ain gymnas tics in the whole of 

their theoretical and. practical coraprehension. It is intended 

partly to educate gymnastic instructors and medico-gymnastic doc

tors, partly to communicate practical instruction in all parts of 

gymnastics, as also to treat such invalids for whom gymnastics 

are considered beneficial. • It has three de partments, the mili-

tary, the pedagogic, and the medical. TI1e military department 

educates instructors f or the army, the pedagogic, teachers for 
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the schools • . The pedaeogic and medical departments are open to 

both men and women, and require for admission the same examina-

• tion as that which admits to the uni versi ties. Those who take 

the pedagogic course, study, beside other branches, Anatomy and 

Physiology, Science of Movenents (Kinesiology), and the theory 

and practice of pedagogical gymnastics, in which they are exam-

ined at the end of the course . The pupils not only take a prac-

tical course of gymnastics themselves , . but during their second 

year they also get experience in teaching, as each one , for that 

• lenrr th of time, has to instruct a class of those school children 

who use the gymnas iums of the Ins titute. 

A similar system is taught in institutions of the same char-

acter in St. Petersburg and Berlin .• 

• 
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